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Executive Summary
Self-employment has several advantages for an individual with a disability, such as the flexibility
to accommodate the person’s disability, social and economic empowerment, and a nondiscriminatory employment environment. However, without access to capital, these strengths
cannot be realized.
The Action Summit for the Advancement of Capital Access to Entrepreneurs with Disabilities
(Capital Access Summit) facilitated the development of strategies and collaborations to promote
access to capital for business owners with disabilities. The Capital Access Summit gathered 50
representatives from across the country to identify cross-cutting issues and make
recommendations for promoting continued progress in self-employment of people with
disability. Participants represented a wide variety of agencies and organizations including
vocational rehabilitation, microenterprise, foundations, disability advocacy, research, and federal
agencies and programs. The day-and-a-half conference was a working meeting where
participants learned from each other and collaborated to identify barriers, best practices, and
recommendations for future discussions and action steps.
Capital Access Summit activities included three brief presentations to provide an overview of
capital access for people with disabilities, and a presentation by two business owners with
disabilities on their experiences with funding their businesses. The working part of the meeting
consisted of three breakout sessions.
The first breakout session split summit participants into three affinity groups based on
programmatic area of focus: micro-enterprise, disability, and agency/policy. Each affinity group
was guided by a facilitator. Participants discussed best practices, problems encountered, and
methods to facilitate accessing capital.
The second breakout session also split summit participants into three groups, each with balanced
representation from all agencies, organizations, and interests so participants could learn about
issues encountered in other program arenas. Facilitated discussions focused on programmatic
issues related to capital access. The emphasis was on specific characteristics of the entrepreneur,
such as the impacts of receiving social program dollars (e.g., Supplemental Security Income,
Social Security Disability Income, or Medicaid), participation in youth and adult services, rural
versus urban locations, personal finances and financial literacy, and type of disability.
Lead facilitator, Jason Friedman, synthesized comments from the first two breakout sessions.
Mr. Friedman provided a condensed overview of (a) positive examples of programs, policies,
and resources that facilitate capital access for people with disabilities; (b) existing issues and
barriers, and (c) initial ideas or recommendations to move the capital access agenda forward.
This synopsis provided the framework for the last breakout session, which split participants back
into their original affinity groups.
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The final breakout session focused discussion on the initial ideas or recommendations and how
to implement them within the programs and organizations represented. The final meeting
included all participants. During that meeting, each affinity group reported possible next steps or
issues of particular importance for future discussions. At the conclusion of the meeting,
participants were recruited to form a coalition to promote the capital access agenda through
continued discussion, collaboration building, action planning, and expansion to additional
partners.
The following report presents participants’ discussions and recommendations.

Conference Overview
John Kemp’s welcome address set the stage for working group discussions. Mr. Kemp is Senior
Advisor to The Abilities Fund. Following three presentations on current issues, business owners
with disabilities spoke of their experiences with obtaining funding for their own businesses.
Size and Scope of the Potential Market
Nancy Arnold, Associate Director of the Research and Training Center on Disability in Rural
Communities (RTC:Rural), reported on 2000 Census data and on her own research findings on
business owners with disabilities. While people with and without disabilities start similar types
of businesses, Arnold’s findings indicate that people with disabilities start smaller businesses
(51% of surveyed businesses had start-up funds of less than $10,000) and primarily fund these
businesses with personal savings, credit cards, family member contributions, and retirement
funds. Business owners also reported high levels of satisfaction with their businesses and
thought they were successful.
For more information regarding research about self-employment on people with disabilities
contact Nancy Arnold at nancy@ruralinstitute.umt.edu or visit the RTC:Rural website at
http://rtc.ruralinstitute.umt.edu/.
Disability and Entrepreneurship, Innovative Programs and Emerging Models
Patti Lind, Director of The Abilities Fund, discussed the limited access to capital for people with
disabilities. Lind reported that 90% of the entrepreneurs working with The Abilities Fund lack
the financial assets, collateral, or financial literacy required to access conventional lending
sources. Innovative programs through micro-enterprise development organizations (e.g., The
Abilities Fund, Brooklyn Economic Development Corporation, or Lane MicroBusiness), state
Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) agencies, and government agencies (e.g., Department of
Veterans Affairs (DVA), Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA), Department of Labor
(DOL), and Social Security Administration (SSA)) are beginning to address barriers, but
22

generally few programs target people with disabilities and programs have been slow to recognize
the need.
For additional information about The Abilities Fund, contact Patti Lind at
prlind@abilitiesfund.org or visit The Abilities Fund website at www.abilitiesfund.org.
Challenges and Opportunities of Microlending and Capital Access
Jason Friedman, Manager for Training and Education, Association for Enterprise Opportunity,
presented on the scope of microlending in the United States. Microlending typically is
earmarked for businesses with fewer than five employees that require limited capital investment
(e.g., <$35,000). Microlending organizations provide entrepreneurial training, technical
assistance, financial education, and microloans to economically disadvantaged groups such as
the working poor, public assistance recipients, immigrants, and displaced workers. A few
microlending organizations assist people with disabilities.
Microlending is challenged on both the supply and demand sides. On the demand side, people
with disabilities may be averse to debt financing and may be unaware that microlenders exist.
On the supply side, microloan organizations have not targeted people with disabilities because
they have little experience in marketing to and serving people with disabilities. Also, borrowers
with disabilities typically have a compromised cash flow and few assets to use as collateral. This
results in increased risks for microloan organizations.
For more information about microlending organizations visit the Association for Enterprise
Opportunity’s website at www.assoceo.org
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Participant Discussion and Recommendations for Action
The first two breakout sessions enhanced understanding of the status of capital access for people
with disabilities. In the last breakout session and the final full-group session, participants
responded to preliminary group discussions, developed recommendations, and proposed future
action steps. The following narrative synthesizes participant dialogue from these four sessions
into topic areas that illuminate barriers, facilitators and recommendations.

Business Development and Support Assistance
Participant Discussion Points
•

There are several sources of business development support and assistance available:
Small Business Administration (SBA) programs; VR agencies; other federal, state and
local programs and agencies; microenterprise organizations; banks; credit card
companies; universities and colleges; adult education classes; books; magazines; the web;
software; asset accumulation programs; lawyers; accountants; and individuals who write
business plans.

•

There is no consistent method for delivering services to everyone who needs them. Some
geographic areas are served by multiple organizations, but many of these target specific
groups or sectors. Unfortunately, almost all organizations tend to overlook people with
disabilities as a potential market.

•

Many state VR policies require obtaining business development assistance from a Small
Business Development Center (SBDC) or having the business plan reviewed by an
SBDC. However, in most cases, the two agencies have not developed an interagency
agreement. Unfortunately, most SBDCs don’t focus on business start-ups, which could
benefit both the VR agency and its clients.

•

Participants discussed the importance of mentor support in the business development
process and once the business has opened. A few participants had experience in this area
and reported that mentors provided very helpful coaching and business plan review
assistance.

Recommendations
•

Integrate business development services, programs, and agencies into a coherent system.
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•

Inventory existing business development services to identify service providers, services
provided, gaps, types of funding available, and methods for supporting a business owner
with a disability.

•

Identify supply-side services as possible sources of funding (e.g., banks, credit unions
American Express, Office Depot).

•

Identify existing mentor networks.

•

Develop new mentor networks.

Rehabilitation Services Administration/Vocational Rehabilitation
Participant Discussion Points

VR is the main source of employment assistance for people with severe disabilities.
Therefore, throughout the Summit the VR system and its implementation of self-employment
policies and procedures were discussed extensively.
•

The 1998 Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 reinforced the importance of
self-employment by specifically listing it as an allowable Vocational Rehabilitation
employment outcome. The Act also included guidance on allowable self-employment
expenses and services. Prior to 1998, self-employment was an allowable option
mentioned in the Code of Federal Regulations, but RSA did not consider it competitive
employment and it was not offered as an option by many VR state agencies.

•

People with disabilities who qualify for VR services have several advantages over people
without disabilities or people with disabilities who do not qualify for services. For
qualified individuals, the VR agency will fund business development activities, evaluate
the business’s potential, and fund initial stocks and equipment allowed by the state’s
policy and procedures.

•

Based on their experience with VR agencies, participants observed the following.
o VR focuses primarily on wage employment.
o Many consumers use VR funds to attend college, however, few of them gain solid
employment.
o RSA does not have a national self-employment policy.
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o Each state agency has its own policy and method for approaching self-employment,
which makes it a confusing and inconsistent system (e.g., order of selection, different
interpretation of parts of the Act).
o Self-employment policies of many states are unclear.
o VR policies and procedures often are not administered consistently across districts
within a state.
o Counselor responsibilities often are unclear. Some disregard state policy and client
choice by not facilitating self-employment.
o Most VR counselors do not have the expertise to facilitate a self-employment case.
o In general, VR counseling and business development are mutually exclusive.
o If a VR client is perceived as “difficult”, many counselors will not give credence to
either the individual or the individual’s business idea.
o VR agencies often are unclear on when to close a case or to phase out of the process.
o If self-employment policies or procedures are unclear, VR clients may “work the
system” by continued requests for financial assistance.
o Some VR state agencies have state or agency rules limiting business structure (e.g.,
no non-profits).
o Some VR state agencies have state or agency limits on purchasing used equipment for
clients’ business start-ups.
o Many VR agencies require that the client be able to run all aspects of the business,
which precludes hiring staff or family members to do some tasks.
•

An RSA representative, a state VR director, and two VR district managers discussed the
limitations they or their agencies experience when assisting a person become selfemployed.
o The VR system is highly regulated and steeped in policy. It is governed by federal
legislation and codes, as well as state policy and codes.
o The VR system operates within boundaries. Some individuals perceive these as
barriers while others operate creatively within them.
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o Each year a VR agency’s impact on employment is evaluated using RSA standards
and performance indicators: (1) change in employment outcomes from the previous
year, (2) percent of persons receiving services who are competitively employed, (3)
percent of individuals with a significant disability who achieve competitive
employment outcomes, (4) ratio of hourly wage to state hourly wage, (5) ratio of selfsupport at application and at closure, and (6) ratio of minority to non-minority service
rate.
Two of these are not conducive to self-employment. First, some business owners
want to retain benefits. Consequently, their businesses are set-up so they don’t earn
an hourly wage comparable to the state’s prevailing wage. Second, it can take as
long as three to five years for a business to become self-sustaining or show any level
of profitability (even though it is meeting expenses). During this time the case can’t
be closed and the agency can’t count it as a successful outcome. For states that are
in order of selection, keeping a case open creates another problem. Order of
selection means a new client can’t enter until another person’s case is closed. Also,
if a case is closed prematurely the client cannot re-enter the system.
o Staff turnover makes it difficult to maintain internal self-employment capacity.
•

The overarching issue is VR’s need for a major overhaul to efficiently and effectively
work on self-employment cases. Federal policy determines the role and expectations of
the VR counselor and changing that policy would take “something just short of a
miracle.” Change will not come from people inside VR but from those outside the
system (e.g., people in business and industry). The best approach is to make business
development services available to everyone, including people in rural areas.

•

VR counselors are the central figures in the process and many of them deserve praise.
How do we educate those counselors? How do we make resources available to them?
How do we inform counselors about the resources that are available?

•

Participants discussed some methods that have been effective for VR agencies assisting
individuals starting businesses.
o Utah VR. For a plan requiring over $3,000, Utah VR requires SBDC training (e.g.,
NxLevel or equivalent) and endorsement of the plan. At the state level, VR and the
SBDCs have identified their roles and responsibilities, and agreed upon expectations,
but there is no formal agreement between the agencies. As a result of this
communication, SBDCs conduct realistic evaluations of VR client business plans.
o Michigan VR. The VR agency deposited $750,000 in a fund separate from case
dollars. This money is used only for self-employment closures. It motivates
counselors to pursue self-employment because the funds don’t come from their
budgets.
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o Washington VR. Washington state VR has a renewed interest in self-employment as
a viable option and is putting resources into program development and assisting
people through business development training and the self-employment process.
o Oregon General VR. Oregon state VR is working to increase self-employment
closure rates to match the state’s average. It is revising its technical assistance
guidelines to include feasibility studies prior to business plan development.
However, not all counselors are trained to assist with a self-employment outcome.
Lane MicroBusiness provides technical assistance to the agency and provides
business development assistance to its clients.
o Pennsylvania VR. One local VR office hired a counselor knowledgeable about the
area’s business development resources. The office supervisor works with Small
Business Development Centers and other business developers to decide if a business
is viable. Pennsylvania VR has distributed flyers to area banks advertising VR’s
ability to fund a business. Also, funds for business startup are kept separate from
case dollars.
o Iowa VR. The Iowa self-employment program is in its 11th year. Its program
operates on a unique combination of funding. The Iowa Finance Authority provides
an appropriation that enables VR to also leverage Title I federal funds. Services to
VR clients are provided by a third party contractor with self-employment expertise
(The Abilities Fund). Services include training, technical assistance, and matched
financial assistance. Counselors are trained on an annual basis and utilize both
technical and financial assistance for clients pursuing sustainable self-employment.
•

Other discussions focused on the relationship between VR and business developers.
o Business developers and VR have developed some relationships, but this is the
exception rather than the rule. Few business developers are aware of opportunities
available through VR collaborations (e.g., training on disability issues).
o Few VR agencies have developed a relationship with the banking community.
o Staff turnover at both VR and microdevelopment organizations makes it a challenge
to develop ongoing linkages. To overcome this, it is important to identify methods
for assuring quality and consistency, and to develop and share accumulated bodies of
knowledge.
o VR agencies and clients could benefit by working with microdevelopers. For
example, a microdeveloper might help develop a feasible business and also augment
VR start-up funds.
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•

VR business funding also was discussed. Participants perceived VR as one of many
possible business funding sources for people with disabilities. The entire community
(e.g., lending and business development) should work with VR on making prudent
funding decisions. In addition to start-up funding, money should be available for post
start-up short term capitalization needs.

•

The RSA 2000 Technical Assistance Circular explains that VR agencies can guarantee
loans rather than award VR case dollars. Few state agencies have explored this option.
Most are not equipped to act as guarantors and have not worked with lending institutions.
Some agencies are constrained by state laws that prohibit lending by state agencies.

Recommendations
•

Participants recommended the following role for Vocational Rehabilitation agencies in
the self-employment process.
o VR counselors should have a fundamental understanding of the business development
process.
o VR counselors don’t need to be business developers. They should be brokers or
facilitators who guide people through the self-employment process.
o All counselors of a VR agency should have the same understanding of their state’s
self-employment policies and practices.

•

Participants recommended working with, among others, the Council of State
Administrators of Vocational Rehabilitation (CSAVR) and the microenterprise industry
(e.g., Association for Economic Opportunity) to develop a national policy. They
recommended the following as key components of a national Vocational Rehabilitation
self-employment policy:
o It should describe a national framework from RSA down to local VR offices.
o It should be flexible and provide guidance on how to implement self-employment.
o It should be clear and cogent.
o It should emphasize presenting entrepreneurship to clients as an employment option.
o It should promote training for VR agencies and counselors.
o It should emphasize counselor facilitation of business development.
o It should promote client use of business development assistance.
o It should emphasize using VR funds to leverage additional funding for a business.

•

RSA should develop a national self-employment framework for a cohesive VR system
that more efficiently and effectively assists individuals.

•

RSA should modify VR performance standards so self-employment does not detract from
an agency’s annual evaluation scores.
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•

RSA should change the 90-day period for achieving a 26 outcome. Recommendations
for when to assign a status 26 should be identified (e.g., when the business start-up has
stabilized, or after a one-year period).

•

Self-employment requires conducting long-term follow-up of services provided.

•

RSA should identify, educate, and support a self-employment advocate within the federal
office.

•

Every VR agency should publicly commit to self employment as an option.

•

Every state should set a goal that eight percent of its caseload will be self-employed by
2010 or 2015 and should allocate funds to achieve the eight percent goal.

•

Every state VR agency should identify, educate, and support a self-employment advocate.

•

VR agencies should develop benchmarks identifying closure criteria for self-employment
cases.

•

VR should provide equity investment instead of funding an entire business. VR should
promote using agency funds to leverage additional capital.

•

VR agencies should develop banking relationships at the state level.

•

VR agencies should be involved in state and local economic development efforts.

•

Prior to working with business developers or referring a client to them, VR agencies
should establish strong relationships with the business development community and
verify developers’ expertise, experience, and track records.

•

VR agencies should educate VR counselors about:
o their agency’s self-employment policy and procedures.
o their role in helping a person become self-employed.
o how to facilitate developing a business plan.
o all available business development options.

•

Develop education materials for and educate business developers about:
o disability issues and assisting a person with a disability.
o working with VR agencies and counselors.
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•

All college and/or university counselor education programs should include selfemployment pre-service training. This may necessitate a change in Council on
Rehabilitation Education (CORE) requirements. A state agency’s human resources
department or its Regional Rehabilitation Counselor Education Program should conduct
post-service training. Distance education activities could be conducted using the
National Virtual Training Internet (NVTI).

Small Business Administration
Participant Discussion Points
•

SBA provides counseling and assistance to protect the interests of small businesses (e.g.,
500 employees for manufacturing and $6.0 million in receipts for non-manufacturing).

•

The SBA has a Microenterprise Program that provides funding to intermediary lenders
(microlenders) and other critical programs.

•

SBA did not participate in the Summit, but its experience would have contributed to
understanding how their programs apply to business owners with disabilities.

•

SBDCs are one of the most recognized SBA programs. Several participants expressed
their dissatisfaction with SBDC services or remarked that their local SBDC did not work
with start-up businesses. Other participants explained that each SBDC has its own
priority, which very often is decided by its local community and each SBDC responds to
local priorities established as part of its funding. Others commented that their local
SBDC does not want to, get paid to, or have the experience to work with people with
disabilities.

•

SBA’s 8(a) program helps eligible small disadvantaged business concerns access the
federal procurement market. Currently, people with disabilities don’t qualify
categorically for the 8(a) program because disability is not a minority status or does not
cause a business hardship.

Recommendations
•

The Small Business Administration microlending program is valuable and should be
continued.

•

The Small Business Administration should recognize people with disabilities as a
minority.
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Social Security Administration
Participant Discussion Points
•

Many people with disabilities receive SSI or SSDI cash benefits from the Social Security
Administration. To help them obtain benefits and make informed choices about work,
the SSA developed the Benefits Planning, Assistance, and Outreach (BPAO) Program.
BPAO Benefits Specialists assist with work incentives planning; conduct outreach to
inform people of and assist them with obtaining benefits from federal or state work
incentives programs; and work with federal, state, private, and nonprofit agencies that
serve SSI/SSDI recipients. One of the main benefits of receiving cash SSI/SSDI is
eligibility for either Medicare or Medicaid health benefits – a benefit most people want to
maintain.

•

It is impossible to generalize across a population as diverse as people with disabilities.
Some people do not want to lose their benefits. Others want to be off benefits as soon as
possible. For a prospective business owner, understanding the effects of work activity
and earnings on disability benefits is an essential component of benefits planning.
Unfortunately, there aren’t many people who understand disability benefits and how to
consider them when opening and operating a business. One must understand laws and
agencies’ policies (e.g., taxes and the IRS, planning for retaining or phasing out benefits,
business structure). BPAO Benefits Specialists do not have formal training in business
development.

•

A Plan for Achieving Self Support (PASS) might be one avenue for funding a business.
Currently, there are just 1,400 approved PASS plans in the nation. They are difficult to
write; few people know how to develop them; and dealing with the Social Security
Administration can be intimidating.

Recommendations
•

Increase funding for BPAO counselors to increase their knowledge of self-employment
issues related to Social Security benefits.

•

Information about the BPAO program should be more widely disseminated and
understandable.

•

Benefits planning must become a key component of the business development process.

• Social Security Administration should clarify the status of benefits within the trial work
period.
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The Department of Veterans Affairs
Participant Discussion Points
•

The Department of Veterans Affairs Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment Services
(VAVRE) began to focus on self-employment as an option a few years ago. Historically
self-employment had not been an option for disabled veterans working with VAVRE. It
has been challenging to introduce self-employment to VAVRE counselors because, like
other rehabilitation counselors, they are not business professionals. To assist them,
VAVRE developed self-employment Standards of Practice (SOP) for VA field offices
and counselors. The offices were reluctant to implement self-employment before the
SOP because they lacked guidance, but now the SOP sets the course. VA also developed
a complementary SOP training. Counselors report that the visual training is effective and
that the SOP helps them facilitate self-employment outcomes.

Workforce Investment
Participant Discussion Points
•

To meet the needs of employers and job seekers, the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of
1998 created a “one-stop” employment system.

•

Title IV links the VR agencies to the state and local workforce development systems.
WIA focuses on employment in existing businesses, rather than on self-employment.

Recommendations
•

Identify the role of one-stops in self-employment for people with disabilities.

•

State workforce investment boards should develop state standards, and identify and
develop methods for one-stops assisting the people with disabilities to become selfemployed.

•

State workforce investment boards should set a goal that eight percent of the cases of
people with disabilities will be self-employed by 2010 to 2015.
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Rehabilitation Services Administration/Centers for Independent Living
Participant Discussion Points
•

Centers for Independent Living (CILs) have successfully facilitated grassroots change.
With John Lancaster as the Executive Director of the National Council on Independent
Living (NCIL), there is more dialog, outreach, and connectivity between the CILs and
other constituencies. However, Centers for Independent Living generally are not
entrepreneurial.

•

Business owners with disabilities might benefit from membership in an association. Such
an association could lobby and represent their self-employment interests at various levels

Recommendations
•

Explore the feasibility of developing an association for business owners with disabilities
and recruiting Centers for Independent Living as its support mechanism.

United States Department of Agriculture
Participant Discussion Points
•

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has several economic development
programs. The Rural Business Opportunities Grant Program works with private sector
and community-based organizations to create or preserve jobs in rural areas by providing
financial assistance and business planning.

Microdevelopment/Microenterprise Organizations
Participant Discussion Points
•

Microdevelopment organizations assist microentrepreneurs with developing and growing
businesses. Services vary across programs, but typically include technical assistance,
training, and access to credit products.

•

The microdevelopment industry is fairly young and is in transition. Evaluation of various
products, outcomes, and practices, as well as development of financial strategies to
support the variety of valuable services, are shaping microdevelopment service delivery.
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•

Valuable services such as technical assistance and training are underfunded.

•

Microdevelopment organizations are looking for opportunities to diversify and expand
their client base. Extending services to people with disabilities may provide a new source
of revenue.

•

Participants noted that there is an inherent tension between wanting or needing to serve
more people (e.g., provide group rather than individual training) and serving the
disability market, which requires more specialization or customization (e.g.,
individualized training or technical assistance).

Recommendations
•

Educate microdevelopment organizations about the market of people with disabilities.

•

Train microdevelopment organizations to work with people with disabilities.

•

Microdevelopment organizations that havea the ability to work with people with
disabilities should market their services to them.

•

The Corporation for Enterprise Development, an organization partly focused on asset
building strategies for low income populations, should incorporate information about
serving people with disabilities into its forums.

Lending Sources
Participant Discussion Points

Banks
•

Generally, banks are not a good resource for start-up financing. A qualified borrower
needs to have adequate collateral and demonstrate the ability to make loan payments.

•

Minimal profit potential from small loans makes it difficult for banks to finance
microbusinesses. The fact that microbusinesses are typically high-risk makes financing
them even less appealing.

•

People with disabilities are in a high-risk category and generally need small loans to
capitalize their businesses. The rate of return on small loans is minimal because they
require as much administration as larger loans, which makes them less desirable to banks.
15

Credit Unions
•

A credit union is a not-for-profit business comprised of people united by a common bond
(e.g., federal or state employees) who pool their money to make loans and offer credit
cards and other financial services. Credit unions are democratic–each member votes to
elect a board of directors. After paying interest on savings, paying all bills, and setting
money aside for emergencies and other uses, the credit union returns residual monies to
its members directly as refunds or indirectly in the form of higher rates on interestbearing accounts, lower fees or loan interest rates on loans, or as services.

•

Because their mission is different from banks, credit unions may be more receptive to
assisting people with disabilities with funding businesses.

Small Business Divisions of Large Banks, Businesses, and Financial Firms that offer
Lending and Business Development Services
•

The small business division of organizations that offer lending and business development
services (e.g., Microsoft, Bank of America, American Express, Sears) do not market to
people with disabilities.

Non-traditional Lending Sources
•

Many people use alternative sources such as credit cards and payday lenders to start a
business.

•

Individuals using these resources tend to undercapitalize their businesses during start-up.

•

Access to immediate funding may discourage the development of a comprehensive
business plan.

•

Telework Loan Programs lend to individuals for computers and adaptive equipment for
home-based employment.

Recommendations
•

Explore the development of a national lending program specifically for people with
disabilities.

•

Provide loans through local intermediaries (such as microloan organizations).

•

Develop educational materials and conduct programs for credit unions about people with
disabilities, showing them as an overlooked customer base that can be served profitably.
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•

Develop educational materials and conduct programs for banks showing that serving
customers with disabilities may be profitable.

•

Explore the possibility of banks receiving financial incentives to expand investments and
serve people with disabilities through the Community Development Financial Institutions
(CDFI) Bank Enterprise Award Program.

•

VR and microloan development organizations should consider funding purchase orders
and similar types of loans.

•

Explore the banking relationship between the American Association for People with
Disabilities and the Digital Federal Credit Union as a possible lender for business
capitalization.

•

Introduce the small business division of organizations that offer lending and business
development services (e.g., Microsoft, Bank of America, American Express, Sears) to
market to people with disabilities. They can serve as critical mass for attracting other
corporate sectors.

•

Expand the Telework Loan Programs to fully-fund self-employment ventures.

Individual Development Accounts and Loans
Participant Discussion Points
•

Federal programs for accumulating assets, such as the Individual Development Account
(IDA), are a good option for people with disabilities. IDAs encourage savings by
matching deposits to buy a first home, pay for education, or start a small business.
Developing an IDA prior to applying for a loan provides a source of collateral. IDAs
cannot be used to finance existing debt.

•

The EITC is a refundable federal tax credit for low-income eligible taxpayers who work.
To qualify, a taxpayer must meet certain rules and file a tax return. If the taxpayer
qualifies and claims the credit, he or she could pay less federal tax, no tax, or even get a
tax refund.

•

For individuals with Medicaid, there is the possibility of accumulating assets and the loss
of coverage as a result of exceeding allowable limits.
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•

A partnership between the Corporation for Enterprise Development and the Federal
Reserve System focuses on asset building. Currently, the partnership is conducting a
series of public—private national forums to develop long-term solutions to poverty.

Recommendations
•

Use World Institute on Disabilities (WID) training and materials to inform the asset
building community about benefits programs for people with disabilities. WID builds
bridges between disability and asset-building communities by teaching asset building
organizations about disability benefits, the importance of benefits for people with
disabilities, and how to fit all the pieces together.

•

Develop legislation that allows accumulation of assets for Social Security recipients.

•

Develop asset building programs for high school-age youth with disabilities.

Credit Reporting/Scoring
Participant Discussion Points
•

The current system of credit reporting affects an individual’s ability to access capital. It
is problematic for many people with disabilities because credit reports often are
inaccurate and do not accurately portray a person’s whole situation. For example, credit
reports do not record that nonpayment of bills is due to medical problems, but do report if
a person seeks credit assistance.

•

Microdevelopment organizations’ loan portfolios are deemed too small for the three
primary credit reporting organizations to track. Unfortunately this precludes typically
“unbankable” individuals building a good credit history.

Recommendations
•

Microlending organizations should continue to pursue the opportunity to report to the
three major credit reporting organizations.

•

Encourage national credit scoring systems to develop non-traditional rating strategies.

•

Encourage lending sources to consider the impact of disability on credit scores.
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Disability
Participant Discussion Points
•

Several employment initiatives exist to help people with disabilities become employed.
However most focus on “mass production” and larger employers. These initiatives
cannot provide the individual attention required for assisting a person with a disability to
become self-employed.

•

Disability agencies are disconnected. Disability professionals primarily use disability
services/resources to fund entrepreneurs without considering mainstream resources.
Moving towards more mainstream services would help reduce barriers faced by people
with disabilities. Disability-specific funding could supplement (rather than supplant)
resources available to entrepreneurs.

•

There are misconceptions and concerns about people with disabilities, such as whether
they already receive too much money and too many services, or whether the U.S.
government has created a society of dependent individuals.

•

Professionals’ language often is a barrier. Referring to “loans for people with
disabilities” singles out people with disabilities as needy and is counterintuitive to the
idea of the “entrepreneurial spirit.” Reference should be made to a “business owner” or
“entrepreneur” instead.

Recommendations
•

Market disability in a way that emphasizes diversity.

•

Identify and work with businesses and programs from the entire field of entrepreneurship
so they perceive people with disabilities as customers.

Data Collection and Research
Summit participants identified the following data collection and research priorities that may
contribute to the field of self-employment for people with disabilities.
Recommendations
•

Create a database of organizations that assist people with disabilities to become selfemployed.
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•

Count or estimate the number of people with disabilities who are potential entrepreneurs
and market to that group as potential customers of business development programs.

•

Conduct an economic cost-benefit analysis that compares business start-up costs and
success versus costs associated with living on social supports such as Social Security.

•

Conduct research on self-employment inputs, process, and outcomes.

•

Conduct research on successful business owners with disabilities to identify factors that
contribute to their success.

•

Conduct research on failed businesses owned by people with disabilities to determine
why they failed.

•

Conduct research on the types and levels of technical assistance used by people with
disabilities who successfully start and sustain profitable businesses.

•

Conduct research on how the amount of funds and sources of capital contribute to the
development of a sustainable business owned by a person with a disability.

•

Conduct research to determine why people drop out of the self-employment process.

•

Develop a national self-employment information repository and dissemination center
focused on business owners with a disability.

• Analyze government policies to understand how changes in eligibility requirements (e.g.,
more stringent to less stringent) impact participation in self-employment.

Education Programs for Entrepreneurs and Business Developers
Participant Discussion Points
•

Several business development organizations have created their own entrepreneurship
education program for budding entrepreneurs or use one developed by others. While
generic entrepreneurship training applies to people with disabilities, some unique issues
(e.g., assessing and accommodating the disability) should be included in educational
programs.

•

Training exists for business developers (e.g., developed by CFED). With few exceptions,
most do not address entrepreneurs with disabilities.
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Recommendations
•

Include information about people with disabilities and disability benefits programs in all
entrepreneurship education training programs.

•

Mainstream business developer training programs incorporate information about
entrepreneurs with disabilities.

Business Capitalization Strategies
Participant Discussion Points
There are opposing opinions about whether people with disabilities should secure a loan
to start a business. One opinion is that many people with disabilities live in tenuous
circumstances and should be given funds to start a business without having to borrow.
For people who cannot assume risk (e.g., those with no income or assets), borrowing is
problematic. If the business does not provide a livable wage, loan payments are a built-in
expense that degrades the business’s feasibility and profit. Proponents of the noborrowing philosophy recommend that funding such as VR, PASS, IRWE, or family
contributions should be more readily available to people who cannot assume risk.
The opposing opinion is that despite tenuous circumstances, a business owner should
invest in his or her own business even it if means borrowing. Investing in one’s business
promotes commitment to it. While borrowing is risky for any microentrepreneur,
financial investment in a business ensures a personal investment—key to the philosophy
of microenterprise and microfinance organizations. Proponents of the borrowing
philosophy think that it is unwise to “give” money without the individual’s additional
personal fiscal investment.
An alternative approach combines both perspectives. For example, VR monies are now
given up-front with the expectation that results will follow. Using a combined approach,
the client would personally commit to business start-up by contributing his or her own
money or by securing a loan, and the VR agency could provide down-stream funds as a
reward for meeting realistic business benchmarks.
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Partnerships and Collaboration
Participant Discussion Points
•

More is accomplished when agencies and organizations identify their respective interests
and collaborate to achieve them. The following collaborations were identified by
participants.
o The Abilities Fund, the Research and Training Center on Disability in Rural
Communities, and Association for Enterprise Opportunity collaborated on the
Summit.
o The Colorado Alliance for Microenterprise Initiatives (CAMI) has worked with
Colorado VR and collaborated on training.
o Microlenders and VR agencies in nine states partner with the Abilities Fund through
its Capital Access Program.
o Western Washington University’s Small Business Development Center and
Washington State Division of Vocational Rehabilitation collaborate to deliver selfemployment services.

Recommendations
•

Work with the Horatio Alger Association to extend its scholarship and financial aid
programs to people with disabilities.

•

Work with the Council on Foundations to identify members interested in focusing on
entrepreneurship for people with disabilities.

•

Develop partnerships and interagency collaborations between:
o Rehabilitation counselor programs at colleges and universities, and business
developers to promote the development of a self-employment certification program
for rehabilitation professionals.
o The Council of the State Administrators of Vocational Rehabilitation and the
Association for Economic Opportunity.
o Disability agencies/organizations and banking industry self-employment
representatives.
o Federal, state, and local government agencies.
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•

Provide incentives for collaboration among local, state, and federally-funded agencies.

•

Partner with Workforce Investment Act One-Stops to facilitate self-employment at the
state and local level.

•

Conduct training on policies, procedures, and expectations to facilitate partnerships
between VR and business developers.

Non – Vocational Rehabilitation Clients
Participant Discussion Points
•

Not all individuals with disabilities work with VR. How do they become informed about
the various programs available to them? Thinking beyond VR is important because many
people don’t qualify for VR services and several states have federally-imposed limits on
whom VR can serve (e.g., order of selection).

•

If we concentrate solely on VR, the needs of a large number of people are unmet.

Recommendations
•

Inventory foundations and banks that conduct small business activities and work with
them to incorporate disability into their programs.

•

Increase federal and state entry points for entrepreneurship activities and make them
available to all people with disabilities.

Youth
Participant Discussion Points
•

A recent review of youth entrepreneurship programs revealed that just one program--the
Ohio State Consortium of Entrepreneurship Information--is developing and incorporating
curriculum standards into its training for youth with disabilities.

•

Self-employment rarely is considered an employment option for youth, especially by
Individualized Education Program teams working with youth with disabilities.
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•

There are a growing number of microenterprise programs focused on youth. However,
few of them include or focus on youth with disabilities.

•

It is very difficult for transition-aged youth (ages 17-22) to access capital because they
lack credit and financial literacy.

Recommendations
•

Educate schools that self-employment is a viable option for all students.

•

Inform all youth, with or without disabilities, that owning a business is a viable option.

•

Encourage integration of business concepts into high school curricula (e.g., math
problems might compute the cost of manufacturing an item or determine a break-even
point or a product’s profit margin).

•

Educate schools about disability and benefits programs.

•

Include a module on self-employment for people with disabilities in CFED’s Rural
Entrepreneurship through Action Learning (REAL) curriculum.

Summit Wrap-Up
At the conclusion of the Summit, participants reconvened to share recommendations and discuss
plans to enhance capital access for individuals with disabilities. Participants acknowledged that
the discussion topics and recommendations were wide-ranging and that a plan was needed to
govern future conversation and direction. Participants suggested forming a group with a broad
agenda to advance the discussion and recommendations.
Stakeholders and potential collaborators were listed (see Appendix A) and many Summit
participants convened a coalition meeting immediately after the Summit.
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Coalition Planning Meeting
A large group of Summit participants met to discuss next steps to further the capital access
agenda. The coalition planning meeting identified steering committee members, initiated a
communication plan, decided to call the coalition the Self-Employment Leadership Force
(SELF), and proposed continued activities. Additional discussion focused on the coalition’s
major functions, its immediate goals, and ways to fund coalition activities.
Tentatively, steering committee members include:
• Patti Lind, The Abilities Fund
• Nancy Arnold, Research and Training Center on Disability in Rural Communities
• Tari Susan Hartman Squire, EIN SOF Communications
• Randy Brown, Corporation for Owner Operated Projects
• Terry Pacheco, American Council for the Blind
• Karl Kraync, Utah Division of Rehabilitation Services
• Kim Cordingly, Job Accommodation Network
• Marjorie Schulman, Brooklyn Economic Development Corporation
• Sean Winkler-Rios, Lane Microbusiness
• Holleen Lawrence, Business Owner
The group decided that teleconferences and listserves would best meet SELF’s communication
needs. Terry Pacheco volunteered the American Council for the Blind as listserve host for the
group.
As part of the coalition planning meeting, Aaron Bishop, Disability Policy Consultant to Senator
Enizi (R., WY) emphasized the need for materials describing self-employment and capital access
for people with disabilities. In particular, fact sheets and brief reports can help push the selfemployment agenda on Capitol Hill.
Randy Brown suggested that SELF’s first agenda item should be a budget that projects funding
needs to support priority activities. A budget will help to identify and secure funding streams.
Recommendations for the SELF include:
•

Identify methods to support this effort.

•

Organize the Summit Recommendations and identify how to address each.

•

Write fact sheets, newsletters, and articles to make a wide audience aware of the need for
access to capital.

•

Develop a business plan.
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•

Explore the possibility of the American Association of People with Disabilities (AAPD)
acting as an umbrella organization to SELF. AAPD already has a protocol and standards
for membership.

•

Develop a media/communication plan.

•

Hold an annual meeting that provides opportunity to meet with senators and
representatives.

•

Develop a funding proposal for the next annual meeting, which should galvanize
stakeholders.
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Appendix A: Stakeholders and Potential Collaborators
ADA & IT Technical Assistance Centers
American Association of People with Disabilities (AAPD)
American Association of Community Colleges
Aspen Foundation
Association for Economic Opportunity (AEO)
Association of Programs for Independent Living (APRIL)
Boston Mayor’s Office on Disability
Business Roundtable
Business Leadership Network
Casey Family Services
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
Committee for Purchase from People who are Blind or Severely Disabled
Consortium for Citizens with Disabilities (CCD)
Council on Foundations
Disability Funders Network
eBay Foundation
Federal Reserve Bank
Kauffman Foundation
Long Island National Business and Disability Council
Mott Foundation
National Multiple Sclerosis Society
National Association for County, Community and Economic Development (NACCED)
National Association of Development Organizations (NADO)
National Foster Parent Association (NFPA)
National Association of Rehabilitation Research and Training Centers (NARRTC)
National Council on Independent Living (NCIL)
National Federation of Community Development Credit Unions (NFCDCU)
National Rural Economic Developers Association (NREDA)
National Association of Federal Credit Unions (NAFCU)
National Credit Union Administration (NCUA)
National Coalition for Economic Development (NCED)
National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurship
National Alliance of Blind Students
National Cooperative Bank
National Community Capital Association (NCCA)
National Federation of Independent Businesses (NFIB)
National Business Incubation Association
NISH:Creating Employment Opportunities for People with Severe Disabilities
Ouesta Corporation
Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA)
Richmond Federal (Contact: Dan Tador)
Rural Entrepreneurship through Action Learning (REAL) programs
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Small Business Administration (SBA)
Social Security Administration (SSA)
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
United States Department of Commerce
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
United States Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
United States Department of Justice
United States Department of Labor (DOL)
US Chamber of Commerce
Youth to Work Coalition

Others Not Individually Specified:
Associations for young women
Banks
Business schools that emphasize small business issues
Clients and colleagues of Fortune 500 companies
Insurance companies
Long term care insurance disability providers
National retail associations
Successful business owners with disabilities
Workers Compensation systems
Youth associations
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Appendix B:
Participant Contact List from the 2005 Capital Access Summit Conference

Arneil, Peter
Western Washington University Small Business Development Center
119 N Commercial St., Suite 195
Bellingham, WA 98225
360-733-4014
peter.arneil@wwu.edu
Arnold, Nancy
The Research and Training Center on Disability in Rural Communities (RTC:Rural)
The University of Montana
52 Corbin Hall
Missoula, MT 59812-7056
406-243-2469
nancy@ruralinstitute.umt.edu
Bingle, Ben
The Abilities Fund
4177 Alyssa Ct #1
Iowa City, IA 52240
319-338-2521
benbingle@abilitiesfund.org
Black, David
The Aspen Institute
One Dupont Circle NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036
202-736-2533
david.black@aspeninst.org
Blake Orne, Karen
Vocational Rehabilitation
100 Main Street, Suite 210
Newport, VT 05855
802-334-4350
Karen.Blake-Orne@dail.state.vt.us
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Brown, Randy
Corporation for Owner Operated Projects, President
Beaver Falls, PA
724-658-6633
bobvaldez@ztrain.com
Button, Christopher
Office of Disability Employment Policy
US Department of Labor
Room S-1303
200 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20210
button.christopher@dol.gov
Buzzell, Jeremy
U.S. Department of Education, OSERS
Rehabilitation Services Administration
400 Maryland Ave., SW, Rm-5025, PCP
Washington, DC 20202-2800
202-245-7319
jeremy.buzzell@ed.gov
Childs, Cheryl A.
Maine Dept of Labor, Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Services
15 Prescott Drive, Suite 2
Machias, ME 04654
207-255-1927
cheryl.a.childs@maine.gov
Corbett, Laurie
New Hampshire Vocational Rehabilitation
21 South Fruit St, Suite 20
Concord, NH 03301
603-271-3471
lcorbett@ed.state.nh.us
Cordingly, Kim
Job Accommodation Network/The Small Business and Self-Employment Service
PO Box 6080
Morgantown, WV 26505
800-526-7234/304-293-7186
kcording@wvu.edu
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Cowan, Charity
The Abilities Fund
410 N 18th Street
Centerville, IA 52544
641-856-2173
charitycowan@abilitiesfund.org
Davies, Tobey
Center for Community Economic Developoment & Disability
Southern New Hampshire University
120 Plummer Hill Rd
Belmont, NH 03106
603-644-3159
t.davies@snhu.edu
Davis, Speed
Office of Disability Employment Policy
US Department of Labor
Room S-1303
200 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20210
202-693-7862
davis.r@dol.gov
De La Rosa-Aponte, Berthy
Ticket to Work and Work Incentives Advisory Panel, Chair
400 Virginia Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20024
954-450-9022
BerthyDA@bellsouth.net
Dorman, Rachel
U.S. Department of Labor/Office of Disability Employment Policy
200 Constitution Avenue, NW Room S-1011
Washington , DC 20210
202-693-7845
Dorman.Rachel@dol.gov
Friedman, Jason
1 Knollwood Lane
Iowa City, IA 52245
319-341-3556
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García, Angel
Brooklyn Economic Development Corporation
175 Remsen St, Suite 350
Brooklyn, NY 11201
718-522-4600 x35
agarcia@bedc.org
Geary, Tammara
Griffin-Hammis Associates
704 Ferrylanding Drive
Richmond, VA 23236
804-304-6583
tammarag@msn.com
Harris III, Jim
Alabama Department of Rehabilitation Services
129 East South Blvd
Montgomery, AL 36111
334-281-8780
jharris3@rehab.state.al.us
Hartman Squire, Tari Susan
EIN SOF Communications
6380 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 125
Los Angeles, CA 90048
310-473-5954
tari@einsofcommunications.com
Hess, Rachel
Director, Community Economic Development
Mennonite Economic Development Associates
1821 Oregon Pike, Suite 201
Lancaster, PA 17601
717-560-6546
rhess@meda.org
Houghton, Jill
Social Security Administration/Ticket to Work Advisory Panel, Executive Director
400 Virginia Ave., SW Suite 700
Washington, DC 20024
202-358-6419
jilldh@bellsouth.net
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Ipsen, Catherine
The Research and Training Center on Disability in Rural Communities (RTC:Rural)
The University of Montana
52 Corbin Hall
Missoula, MT 59812-7056
406-243-4562
ipsen@ruralinstitute.umt.edu
Kaufmann, Barbara
National Collaborative on Workforce & Disability for Youth
4455 Connecticut Ave, NW
Washington , DC 20008
202-822-8405 x10
kaufmannb@iel.org
Kemp, John
Powers, Pyles, Sutter & Verville
1875 Eye St., NW, 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20006-5409
202-466-6550
john.kemp@ppsv.com
Kraync, Karl
Professional Counseling Services
98 South 300 East
Price, Utah 84501
435-650-1729
wmitty@emerytelcom.net
Lawrence, Holleen
Break Room Cyber Café, Owner
3015 Merle Hay Road, Suite 4B
Des Moines, IA 50301
515-279-6007
Hlawrence@thebreakroom.net
Lind, Patti
The Abilities Fund
410 N 18th Street
Centerville, IA 52544
641-856-2173
prlind@abilitiesfund.org
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Martinez, Kathy
World Institute on Disability
510 16th Street, Suite 100
Oakland, CA 94612
510-763-4100
kathy@wid.org
Meidenbauer, Nancy
Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology Society of North America
(RESNA)
1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1540
Arlington , VA 22209
703-524-6686 x304
nmeidenbauer@resna.org
Nolte, Mark
The Abilities Fund
4177 Alyssa Ct #1
Iowa City, IA 52240
319-338-2521
marknolte@abilitiesfund.org
O'Neil, Megan
World Institute on Disability
510 16th Street, Suite 100
Oakland, CA 94612
510-763-4100
megan@wid.org
Pacheco, Terry
American Council of the Blind
1155 15th Street NW, Suite 1004
Washington DC, 20005
202-467-5051
tpacheco@acb.org
Pate, Kim
Corporation for Enterprise Development (CFED)
777 N Capitol St., NE, Suite 800
Washington, DC 20002
202-408-9788
kim@cfed.org
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Peters, Sue
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Mott Foundation Building
503 S Saginaw Street, Suite 1200
Flint, Michigan 48502-1851
speters@mott.org
Pogue, Arthur
422 Rollingwood Drive
Jackson, MS 39211
601-957-9116
steelhead@jam.rr.com
Raskind, Jody
US Department of Agriculture, Rural Development
Rural Business-Cooperative Service
Director, Specialty Lenders Division, Room 6869
1400 Independence Ave, SW
Washington, DC 20250-3201
202-720-0410
Jody.Raskind@usda.gov
Schulman, Marjorie
Brooklyn Economic Development Corporation
175 Remsen St, Suite 350
Brooklyn, NY 11201
718-522-4600 x22
mschulman@bedc.org
Seekins, Tom
The Research and Training Center on Disability in Rural Communities (RTC:Rural)
The University of Montana
52 Corbin Hall
Missoula, MT 59812-7056
406-243-5467
ruraldoc@ruralinstitute.umt.edu
Shores, Mike
Dept of Veterans Affairs, VACO, Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment Service
1800 "G" Street, N.W.
Washington , DC 20006
202-273-6788
vremshor2@vba.va.gov
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Stafford, Beverlee
Rehabilitation Services Administration, Director of the Program Administration Division
400 Maryland Ave., SW
Washington, DC 20202-7100
202-245-7488
beverlee.stafford@ed.gov
Stuart, Christy
TransCen, Inc.
451 Hungerford Drive,
Suite 700
Rockville, MD 20850
301-424-2002 x239
cstuart@transcen.org
Turner-Little, Brad
Easter Seals Inc
700 13th St NW Ste 200
Washington , DC 20005
202-347-3066
bturner@easterseals.com
Wallace, Joey
Virginia Assistive Technology System
8004 Franklin Farms Dr
Richmond, VA 23288
804-662-9997
jfwallace@mail1.vcu.edu
Weir, Rick
Ann Arbor Center for Independent Living
2568 Packard Rd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734-971-0716 x26
rweir@aacil.org
Winkler-Rios, Shawn
Lane Microbusiness
Wildish Building
1445 Willamette Street, Suite 1
Eugene, OR 97401-4087
541-463-5255
winkler-rioss@lanecc.edu
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Wooderson, Steven
Iowa Vocational Rehabilitation Services
510 East 12th Street
Des Moines, IA 50319
515-281-6731
stephen.wooderson@iowa.gov
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